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About This Game
This game is called answer the question you get infinite questions its a game about math. If you are studying and want to play a
game choose this one this game has addition so start playing and get smart!
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The core mechanics are just aweful, this game is glitchy, and not well developed. There are exploits that give you a chance at
winning, but getting 100% of the achievements is almost literally impossible. Too hard, not fun.. The Art, the game play make
this game worth playing. Only one problem, The Story! I understand whats going on but I don't understand the world this game
trying to show me. It's a world with clock robots, ok, what's the point? Poor Robot wants to improve his life. ok cool, but tell me
more about this world please, besides it runs on clocks. I'm recommending this game but this game's story needs to greatly
improve.
. This game is a must have!. Really getting some fun out of this game but would really appreciate an option to remove the whole
concede thing and just let me finish the hole (even if it is +12), having trouble progressing on some holes which does make it
frustrating for a casual player. Graphically it's pretty awesome and it's a whole lot of fun, but please remove stroke limits for
holes.. Fun, too short game. Really great story ideas and atmoshphere. TOO SHORT. Loved their original Lost Crown game,
and can't wait for the new one.
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Pretty fun and surprisingly deep for the price. Also harder than it looks, even on easy difficulty. Suffers a little from
unforgiving RNG which can sometimes feel unfair.
The game mechanics are pretty straightforward and turn based, there are two separate parts to the game, the strategic part where
you collect resources which you spend on upgrades to your kingdom or recruiting and upgrading new units. Random events pop
up which allow you to go questing or seach for resources or treasure items that you can equip to your soldiers, or you can focus
on healing your units or researching new technology. Or you can choose to fight tactical battles against the enemies, which you
have to fight before your kingdom gets overrun.
The tactical battles are played on a relatively small grid filled with terrain obstructions. Placement of units seems fairly random
and there doesn't seem to be any way to set a formation for your units to stay in. You can get badly screwed by initial placement
pretty easily especially if you're going with a team of glass cannons like rogues and mages. I've only played about an hour but so
far I found these battles pretty tough. The enemies are equivalent if not superior to all the units available to you at the start, so
you'll need to team up and at least plan to use 2 units of your own for every 1 enemy, and even then it can be a close thing if the
RNG goes their way.
Anyway, it's a challenging but fun game with a surprising amount of depth, and it's cheap. Give it a shot!. A stand in one spot
wave shooter.. downloaded it. Didn't work. Had to download another thing for it to work. It works. No sound.
0/10 this is greatest game of all time.. 7\/10 This game really makes you feel like a Dwarf
I like the Baldur's Gate
If you like Videogames like Baldur's Gate and Diablo this might be worth your investment. Because we don't need this "console
wars" bulls***.. More parts and FREE!
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